The chemical structure of sodium aluminosilicate glasses is determined by high resolution x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ͑XPS͒ as silicon is gradually replaced by aluminum. A well-defined chemical state is found for silicon, aluminum, and sodium atoms, while three different environments are identified for oxygen atoms corresponding to Si-O-Si, Si-O-Al, and Si-O-Na bonds. The binding energy of Na 1s photoelectrons increases significantly with increasing aluminum substitution while that of Al 2p and components of O 1s photoelectrons remains approximately constant. Thus, the ionicity of sodium increases with aluminum amount, but the over all electron density around silicon, aluminum, and different types of oxygen atoms remains unchanged. The dielectric constant of the glasses increases with increasing aluminum substitution. It is analyzed in terms of the polarizabilities of constituent structural units, viz., silicon tetrahedra, nonbridging oxygen-sodium ion pairs, and aluminum tetrahedron-sodium ion pairs. The electronic polarizability of oxygen ions depends linearly on their negative charge and can be correlated to the O 1s XPS binding energy. The ionic polarizability of sodium ions increases with an increasing aluminum amount, and correlates directly with the Na 1s XPS binding energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dielectric constant is a property of glass which is particularly important for many applications in electronics. For example, glass with low dielectric constant ͑Ͻ10͒ is a crucial element of high-performance microelectronic systems. It is used as a substrate or a passivation and dielectric layer in semiconductor packaging, 1-3 and in thick film resistors. 4 Glasses for such applications include silica and borosilicateand cordierite-based compositions. 2, 5, 6 On the other hand, a glass with high dielectric constant is desirable for applications such as high energy capacitors 7 and multilayer dielectrics. 4 Typically, high dielectric constant glasses contain heavy-metal cations like Pb, Ba, Bi, and W. 7 To tailor the dielectric constant of glass for a certain application, it is important to understand the mechanism of dielectric polarization which arises from the constituent species including ions, ion pairs, and other building units of the structure. Typically the dielectric constant is analyzed in terms of the polarizability of the ions or structural units. For example, Kenmuir et al. 8 have studied Mg-Al-Si oxynitride glasses and found that the addition of nitrogen increases the dielectric constant. Singer and Tomozawa 5 have found for cordierite-based oxyfluoride glasses that fluorine substitution results in a lower dielectric constant. They conclude that, along with the reduced number of polarizable ions per unit volume, the lower polarizability of fluorine than that of oxygen ions reduces the dielectric constant. For the PbO-B 2 O 3 -SiO 2 -GeO 2 glasses, Kobayashi 3 has suggested that the substitution of highly polarizable Pb 2ϩ ions by less polarizable B 3ϩ or Si 4ϩ ions decreases the overall polarizability and increases the stability of glasses. Hampton et al. 9 and El-Mallawany 10 have explained the dielectric constant of pure and binary tellurite glasses by considering the polarizability of TeO 2 and WO 3 units. They report that the polarizability is higher for a TeO 2 than a TeO 2 -WO 3 unit. Sidek et al. 11 have found for the samarium phosphate glasses that Sm 2 O 3 does not alter the polarizability at low concentrations and that the dielectric constant is determined by the P 2 O 5 polarizability. Often, the polarizability has been considered independent of composition. For example, in the study of cordierite-based oxyfluoride glasses, 5 the same value of polarizability has been assigned for oxygen and fluorine ions independent of composition. On the other hand, sometimes the polarizability is considered to be dependent on composition, such as, in the study of pure and binary tellurite glasses, 10 where the decrease of polarizability from TeO 2 to TeO 2 -WO 3 units is explained by the increase in Te-O and W-O bond energies.
In general, one expects that the polarizability of ions and structural units would depend on the charge and bond strength of the polarizable species. However, to the best of our knowledge an explicit correlation between the dielectric constant and chemical structure has never been established. In our previous study of the structure of sodium aluminosilicate ͑SAS͒ glasses by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ͑XPS͒, 12 it was found that sodium ions are only partially ionized in sodium trisilicate glass and their ionicity increases when silicon is substituted by aluminum. The physical structure of the glass remains essentially unaffected because the a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; Electronic mail:
hj00@lehigh.edu basic building block of the structure, SiO 4 tetrahedron, is simply replaced by an AlO 4 tetrahedron without appreciably affecting the molar volume. These observations offer a model example for understanding how the redistribution of electrons and a change of chemical structure can affect the dielectric constant of glasses. Thus, the purpose of this article is: first, to present additional details of XPS for understanding all the bonding changes in the structure of sodium aluminosilicate glass; second, to investigate the polarizability of ions or structural units; and finally, to discuss the correlation between dielectric constant and chemical structure.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation
The glasses were prepared according to the formula Na 2 O xAl 2 O 3 ͑3Ϫ2x͒SiO 2 where xϭ0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. This composition series emphasizes the substitution of silicon by aluminum so that the ratio of the concentration of network modifier ͑Na͒ to network former ͑SiϩAl͒ cations remained constant. The glasses were made from reagent grade Na 2 CO 3 , Al 2 O 3 , and SiO 2 by conventional melt-quench method. The annealed glass samples were homogeneous and showed no stress when viewed with polarized light. The samples were cut to 1 mm thickness for further experiments. For details of glass preparation, the reader is referred to Ref.
12.
B. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The Si 2p, Na 1s, O 1s, and Al 2p x-ray photoelectron spectra were obtained using a high resolution Scienta ESCA-300 spectrometer. The instrument was operated in a mode that yielded a Fermi level width of 0.4 eV for silver. At this level of resolution, the instrumental contribution to the line width was extremely small. The spectra were taken on a freshly created sample surface obtained by fracturing it in situ inside the high vacuum chamber. The sample surface was flooded with a beam of low energy electrons to minimize the surface charging. Further details of the experiment are given elsewhere. 12 FIG. 1. X-ray photoelectron spectra of ͑a͒ Si 2p, ͑b͒ Al 2p, ͑c͒ Na 1s, and ͑d͒ O 1s for the SAS glasses.
C. Dielectric constant measurement
The dielectric constant was measured using a General Radio 1621 capacitance measurement system which utilizes a Wheatstone-type capacitance bridge with transformer ratio arms. Gold electrodes with a three-terminal configuration were applied to the sample surfaces by vacuum evaporation. The sample was placed in a tube furnace, and the temperature was monitored by a thermocouple which almost touched the sample. The sample cell and all leads were surrounded by a shield connected to ground to avoid electromagnetic interference. The ac capacitance C and conductance G, of the samples were determined by balancing the capacitance bridge in the frequency f range of 10 Hz-100 kHz at room temperature. Dielectric constant, ⑀( f ), was calculated from capacitance by multiplying with an appropriate geometric factor.
D. Density measurement
The density was measured at room temperature using the Archimedes method with deionized water with an error Ͻ0.1%.
III. RESULTS
A. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The photoelectron spectra for Si 2 p, Al 2p, and Na 1s electrons show a symmetric single peak for the present SAS glasses ͓Figs. 1͑a͒-1͑c͔͒. The spectra for O 1s electrons, however, reveal in Fig. 1͑d͒ a second peak at the lower binding energy side of the main peak for sodium trisilicate glass, which becomes gradually smaller, ultimately appearing as a shoulder of the main peak when the substitution by Al increases. This result was explained by considering the presence of three distinct types of oxygen atoms in Si-O-Si, Si-O-Al, and Si-O-Na bonds. 12 Here the O 1s spectra are decomposed into three components by first choosing the relative charge density of various types of oxygen as a guide for the initial binding energies for the three components. The computer program then determines the best fitted parameters with the constraint that the peak positions remain within Ϯ0.5 eV. Under these conditions, the error bar is ϳ0.1 eV for the various oxygen peaks, which is the same as the experimental error. For evaluating the various spectra, the Si 2p peak at 103.5 eV is chosen as the most appropriate internal binding energy reference because the chemical environment of silicon remains essentially unaffected by aluminum substitution. 12 The binding energies of Na 1s, Al 2p, and O 1s peaks for the three types of oxygen ions are reported in Table I . It can be seen from Table I that, while the binding energies of A1 2p and O 1s electrons do not change significantly, the binding energy of Na 1s electrons increases by ϳ0.7 eV from sodium trisilicate glass to the glass containing the largest amount of aluminum.
B. Dielectric constant
The measured dielectric constants of the four glasses at 25Ϯ0.7°C are reported as a function of frequency in Fig. 2 . It shows that the dielectric constant decreases for each glass when the frequency increases. To obtain the dielectric constant that arises only from the electronic and ionic polarizations, the data are analyzed using Cole-Cole plot for complex dielectric constant ⑀*ϭ⑀ЈϪi⑀Љ, where ⑀Ј is the real part, and ⑀Љ is the imaginary part of the dielectric constant. ⑀Ј is equal to the measured ⑀, and ⑀Љϭ/⑀ 0 where is the conductivity, is the angular frequency, and ⑀ 0 is the vacuum permittivity. A Cole-Cole plot is a complex dielectric constant plot with ⑀Ј on the x-axis and ⑀Љ on the y-axis to show the dielectric relaxation behavior of a material. It is known empirically 13 that the conductivity of glass follows a power law at high frequencies: ϭ dc ϩA s , where dc is the frequency independent dc conductivity, and A and s ͑0ϽsϽ1͒ are fitting parameters. We identify the frequency dependent component of total conductivity with ac ӍA s . Therefore,
Since a Cole-Cole plot is to represent the dielectric relaxation, ⑀ ac Љ is used in the plot. According to the Kramers-Kronig transformation which relates ⑀Ј and ⑀ ac Љ at the high frequency end, the Cole-Cole plot becomes a straight line inclined at an angle ͑1Ϫs͒/2 to the real axis, 13 as shown in Fig. 3 for the SAS glasses. Here ac was calculated by subtracting dc from the measured ; dc itself was determined by the complex impedance analysis. 14 It can be seen from Fig. 4 that ⑀ i.f. increases with the aluminum content in the glass.
C. Density
The composition dependence of the measured densities is shown in Fig. 5 . It shows that the density increases monotonically with an increasing amount of Al substitution in the SAS glasses.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Chemical structure of SAS glasses
In the previous XPS study of the SAS glasses, 12 it was found from the analysis of O 1s spectra that aluminum ions form four coordinated tetrahedra at the expense of nonbridging oxygen ions. Since the aluminum tetrahedra, like the nonbridging oxygen ions, have a formal negative charge on them, some of the sodium ions which were associated with the nonbridging oxygen ions in the sodium trisilicate glass would become associated with the aluminum tetrahedra. From the increase of Na 1s binding energy, it was concluded that sodium ions are only partially ionized in the sodium trisilicate glass, and their ionicity increases with increasing amount of aluminum substitution. However, it was not clear at that time how the electrons donated by the sodium ions were distributed in the glass. We intend to answer this question in this article and present additional analysis of the chemical bonding and charge distribution in the SAS glasses.
To obtain a comprehensive picture of the chemical structure, it is important to first understand the distribution of Na 3s 1 valence electrons in the glasses. When sodium ions are associated with nonbridging oxygen ions, as shown in Fig. 6 , the Na 3s 1 electrons participate with O 2 p electrons in the formation of a bond between the two atoms. The nature of these bonds is only partially ionic, 12 i.e., the Na 3s 1 electrons are distributed between the nonbridging oxygen and the sodium ions. On the other hand, when sodium ions are associated with aluminum tetrahedra, the Na 3s 1 electrons are donated to the aluminum tetrahedra so that aluminum atoms may form tetrahedral bonds. The Na 3s 1 electrons are therefore more removed from sodium atoms in this case than in the previous case. Accordingly, it is expected that the sodium ions which are associated with aluminum tetrahedra should have a higher ionicity than those associated with nonbridging oxygen ions.
If it was possible to distinguish the sodium ions associated with two different kinds of charge-compensating centers in x-ray photoelectron spectra because of their charge density difference, one would expect two Na 1s peaks in the spectra: one with lower binding energy representing the sodium ions associated with nonbridging oxygen ions, and the other with higher binding energy representing the sodium ions associated with aluminum tetrahedra. Furthermore, the relative area ratio of the higher binding-energy peak to the lower one should increase to reflect the increasing aluminum substitution for silicon in the present SAS glass series. However, the experimental results show that there is only one Na 1s photoelectron peak which shifts to a higher binding-energy position with increasing aluminum substitution. This result indicates that as far as XPS can perceive sodium ions have only one well-defined average chemical state in the SAS glasses instead of having two distinct chemical states corresponding to its bonding with either nonbridging oxygen ions or aluminum tetrahedra.
In recent studies of the structure of sodium aluminosilicate glass by extended x-ray absorption fine structure ͑EXAFS͒ 15 and molecular dynamic ͑MD͒ simulation, 16, 17 it is found that the oxygen coordination number of sodium ions is ϳ5-8. This coordination number would include all of the three types of oxygen that can be distinguished by XPS, viz., Si-O-Si ͑bridging oxygen͒, Si-O-Al ͑in aluminum tetrahedron͒, and Si-O-Na ͑nonbridging oxygen͒. A sodium ion is, therefore, charge compensated by nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra at the same time rather than being associated with just one of them. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7͑a͒ for a sodium ion surrounded by nonbridging oxygen ions ͑for charge compensation͒ and bridging oxygen atoms representing the sodium trisilicate glass; for the case of the SAS glasses, a sodium ion is shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ to be surrounded by both nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra for charge compensation, and bridging oxygen atoms. Furthermore, since the oxygen coordination number of sodium ion is high, it is reasonable to think that the sodium coordination number of nonbridging oxygen or aluminum tetrahedron is also more than one in the present SAS glasses. It is, therefore, not possible to identify which sodium ion donates its 3s 1 electron to a particular nonbridging oxygen or aluminum tetrahedron. It appears more realistic that the sodium ions contribute electrons as a group, and the nonbridging oxygen and the aluminum tetrahedron take the electrons according to their need. Apparently, the electron need is greater for an aluminum tetrahedron than for a nonbridging oxygen. Accordingly the average electron density on each sodium ion decreases when more aluminum atoms substitute in the glass structure.
An important feature of the above model is that with varying aluminum substitution, there is no appreciable change in electron density around aluminum and the three types of oxygen ions; only the amounts of these species change. This is consistent with the XPS results that the binding energies of Al 2p and the three O 1s peaks do not vary significantly with composition.
In summary, sodium ions have a well-defined chemical state in the SAS glasses. They are only partially ionized in sodium trisilicate glass, and their ionicity increases when silicon is substituted by aluminum. A sodium ion is surrounded by a number of nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra, and it is not possible to distinguish between the sodium ions which contribute the electron to a certain nonbridging oxygen ion or aluminum tetrahedron. The XPS binding energy of the inner electrons of silicon, aluminum, and oxygen ions remains essentially unchanged.
B. Dielectric constant of SAS glasses
Dielectric constant of a material originates from the electrical polarization of atoms, ion pairs, or molecular units at a 
is in cgs units, and the summation is taken over various j structural units. The disordered nature of glass structure satisfies the assumption of local field used in deriving the Clausius-Mossotti equation. The number density N j can be expressed as N j ϭN 0 N jm /V m , where N 0 is the Avogadro's number, N jm is the mole fraction of jth structural unit, and V m is the molar volume. If the molar polarizability P m is defined as 18
then the Clausius-Mossotti equation becomes
The molar volume of the present SAS glasses was calculated using V m ϭM m / where M m is the molar weight, and is the density; the molar polarizability was calculated from Eq. ͑3͒ using observed ⑀ and V m . The results of these calculations are reported in Table II . The mechanisms of dielectric polarization responsible for ⑀ i.f. include both the electronic polarization and the ionic polarization. The molar polarizability is, therefore, a sum of the electronic molar polarizability P m e , and the ionic molar polarizability P m i i.e., P m ϭ P m e ϩ P m i . The electronic molar polarizability can be calculated by the Clausius-Mossotti equivalent Lorentz-Lorenz equation for optical frequencies, by using optical frequency dielectric constant ⑀ ϱ which is related to the index of refraction n by the equation ⑀ ϱ ϭn 2 . The ionic molar polarizability is, therefore, calculated by subtracting P m e from P m . The indices of refraction of the SAS glasses are taken from Ref. 19 with nϭ1.495, 1.499, 1,502, and 1.512 for xϭ0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 glasses, respectively. The calculated values of P m e and P m i are shown in Table II .
For the discussion of polarizabilities at microscopic level, it is convenient to define a total molecular polarizability per mole as ␣ t ϵ ͚N jm ␣ j which is then related to P m by P m ϭ(4N 0 /3)␣ t . The variation trend of P m and ␣ t is, therefore, the same because of the linear proportionality. Similarly, we define P m e ϭ(4N 0 /3)␣ t e and P m i ϭ(4N 0 /3)␣ t i , where ␣ t e and ␣ t i are the electronic and ⑀ ϱ is the high-frequency dielectric constant, is the density, V m is the molar volume, P m is the molar polarizability, ␣ t is the total molecular polarizability, ␣ j is the polarizability of the jth unit, where unit 1, 2, and 3 are ͓SiO 2 ͔, ͓O 1/2 -Na͔, and ͓AlO 2 -Na͔, respectively. ⌬␣ t is the difference of total molecular polarizability between a SAS glass and sodium trisilicate glass, and ⌬␣ j is the polarizability difference between unit 3 and units 1 and 2. The superscripts e and i refer to the electronic and ionic contributions, respectively. ionic molecular polarizability, respectively. Note that the polarizabilities are additive, i.e., ␣ t ϭ␣ t e ϩ␣ t i . The calculated ␣ t 's, ␣ t e 's, and ␣ t i 's are also reported in Table II . The variation of the molar and the molecular polarizabilities with composition can be understood in terms of the variation of N j 's and ␣ j 's as discussed next.
The microscopic sources of dielectric polarization in the present SAS glasses can be conveniently considered by dividing the structure of glass into three parts: the silicon tetrahedra ͓SiO 2 ͔, the nonbridging oxygen-sodium ion pairs ͓O 1/2 -Na͔, and the aluminum tetrahedra-sodium ion units ͓AlO 2 -Na͔. The polarizabilities of these structural units are designated as ␣ 1 for ͓SiO 2 ͔, ␣ 2 for ͓O 1/2 -Na͔, and ␣ 3 for ͓AlO 2 -Na͔. According to the composition formula of the SAS glasses, there are 3-2x mol of ͓SiO 2 ͔, 2-2x mol of ͓O 1/2 -Na͔, and 2x mol of ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ per 4-x mole glass. Therefore,
͓͑3Ϫ2x͒␣ 1 ϩ͑2Ϫ2x͒␣ 2 ϩ2x␣ 3 ͔.
͑4͒
There are, thus, two structural variables ͑␣ 1 and ␣ 2 ͒ for sodium trisilicate glass and three ͑␣ 1 , ␣ 2 , and ␣ 3 ͒ for the SAS glasses. Having only one experimentally obtained parameter ␣ t , it is not possible to determine ␣ j 's independently for each glass composition. So to evaluate the ␣ j 's, an assumption is made that the polarizabilities of structural units remain constant with respect to composition. Then ␣ j 's are determined as follows: first, ␣ 1 is calculated for fused silica since ͓SiO 2 ͔ is the only constituent structural unit; then, ␣ 2 is calculated for sodium trisilicate glass by using the value of ␣ 1 ; finally, ␣ 3 is calculated for SAS glasses by using the values of ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 . It has been found that an error from using ␣ 1 obtained for fused silica for analyzing ␣ 2 for sodium trisilicate glass would only introduce a constant error in the absolute values of ␣ 3 , but not in its relative values. Therefore, a variation of ␣ 3 with composition would indicate the possible variations of true ␣ 1 , ␣ 2 , or ␣ 3 with composition, and would verify the validity of our assumption that the polarizabilities of structural units in the SAS glasses are composition independent.
The electronic polarizabilities, ␣ j e 's, and the ionic polarizabilities, ␣ j i 's of the structural units can also be calculated by the same procedure as adopted above for the ␣ j 's. For the calculation of ␣ 1 , ⑀ i.f. ϭ3.8, 20 ⑀ ϱ ϭ2.13 ͑nϭ1.46͒, 21 and ϭ2.20 g/cm 3 ͑Ref. 21͒ are used for fused silica. The results of this calculation given in Table II show that the ionic polarizability of the structural units in the SAS glasses varies significantly with composition, but their electronic polarizability remains almost constant. Therefore, the overall polarizability has a significant composition dependence mainly because of the variation of ionic polarizability. The calculated electronic polarizabilities of the structural units are close to the true values; whereas, the calculated ionic and overall polarizabilities only indicate the qualitative trend of the true polarizabilities.
From the above evaluation of the polarizabilities of the structural units, the effect of the substitution of Al for Si on molecular polarizability can be readily understood. In this regard, a polarizability difference, ⌬␣ t , is defined as the difference between ␣ t for the SAS and sodium trisilicate glasses. Also, a polarizability difference of ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ and ͓SiO 2 ͔ϩ͓O 1/2 -Na͔ structural units is termed as ⌬␣ j ϭ␣ 3 Ϫ͑␣ 1 ϩ␣ 2 ͒. It can be deduced from Eq. ͑4͒ that ⌬␣ t ϭ2x⌬␣ j . Therefore, the variation of ␣ t with x depends on the polarizability difference between ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ and ͓SiO 2 ͔ϩ͓O 1/2 -Na͔ as well as the extent of aluminum substitution. The calculated values of ⌬␣ t and ⌬␣ j are shown in Table II . It can be seen that the substitution of Al for Si in the SAS glasses results in a smaller electronic polarizability of ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ than that of ͓SiO 2 ͔ϩ͓O 1/2 -Na͔. The effect of this substitution on the ionic polarizability is, however, unclear because of the qualitative nature of the calculated ␣ j i 's.
C. Correlation between dielectric constant and chemical structure 1. Electronic polarizability
The electronic polarization arises from the shift of the center of the negative electron cloud in relation to the positive atom nucleus in an electric field. In the simplest case of a monatomic gas, the electronic polarizability of an atom is proportional to the volume of the atom. In solids also, the electronic polarizability generally increases with the size of the ion, but the dependence on composition is considerably more complicated by the redistribution of charge during bonding. In general, the density of electron charge is relatively more important for a negative ion since its outer electrons are less firmly bound than those of a positive one. Among the four ions, ͑O, Na, Al, and Si͒, in SAS glasses, oxygen being an anion has the largest electronic polarizability. 22, 23 In fact, its electronic polarizability is so much larger that, by comparison, the polarizability of the other three elements may be neglected. Therefore, we discuss the calculated electronic polarizability of the SAS glasses in terms of the polarizability of oxygen ions only.
As noted in the previous section, the electronic polarizability of the various structural units in SAS glasses remains essentially constant. It is, then, possible to calculate the electronic polarizability of the oxygen ions ␣ O e by dividing the electronic polarizability of various units by the number of oxygen ions in each unit, viz: two oxygen atoms with Si-O-Si bond in a ͓SiO 2 ͔ unit; two oxygen atoms with Si-O-Al bond in a ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ unit; and one half of an oxygen ion with Si-O-Na bond in a ͓O 1/2 -Na͔ unit. The result of the calculation is shown in independent of composition as assumed. All the possible variation of the electronic polarizability of oxygen ions is reflected in a small change of the polarizability of oxygen ions in Si-O-Al. Nevertheless, there is a significant difference among the values for different units, specifically the electronic polarizability of oxygen ions increases in the order of Si-O-SiϽSi-O-AlϽSi-O-Na. Next we examine the relationship between polarizability and electron charge density around oxygen. According to Fig. 8 , we find a simple correlation between the electronic polarizability of different types of oxygen ions and the O 1s XPS binding energy plotted on a decreasing binding energy scale. A good linear relationship between the two parameters is given by the dashed straight line which is obtained by linear regression of all the data points in the plot. It was previously shown 12 that the degree of negative charge on oxygen ions is inversely proportional to the O 1s binding energy. Therefore, as the O 1s binding energy decreases from Si-O-Si to Si-O-Na, the degree of negative charge on oxygen ions increases. Consequently, Fig. 8 implies that the electronic polarizability of oxygen ions increases linearly with the degree of negative charge on the ions in the SAS glasses. We believe this is the first demonstration of a simple relationship between the electronic polarizability and an experimentally obtained charge density parameter.
Ionic polarizability
The ionic polarization arises from the displacement of positive and negative ions in relation to one another in an electric field. The ionic polarizability ␣ i of ion pairs can be described by the oscillator model as:
where ze is the charge on an ion, 0 is the lattice vibration frequency, and m is the reduced mass. 24, 25 The denominator of Eq. ͑5͒ is simply the force constant of the bond between the ions. Clearly, the ionic polarizability is strongly affected by the chemical structure of the ions. The ionic polarizability of individual molecular units is more complicated to quantify, but it should depend on the bonding in a similar way. In SAS glasses, the ionic polarizability should include contribution from the vibrations within silicon and aluminum tetrahedra, and the vibration of sodium ions with respect to their charge compensating surroundings consisting of nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra. From the analysis of dielectric constant in Sec. IV B, the ionic polarizability of the structural units in SAS glasses is found varying significantly with composition. Since the silicon, aluminum, and oxygen XPS peak positions remain almost unchanged ͑see Sec. III A͒, the ionic polarizability of ͓SiO 2 ͔ and ͓AlO 2 ͔ units is assumed to be constant. The variation of ionic polarizability with composition is, therefore, attributed to the change of polarizability of sodium ions with respect to their surroundings. Furthermore, since a sodium ion is surrounded by a cage of several nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra, and it has a well-defined chemical state, its vibrations with respect to surroundings can be considered as those of an oscillator made up of the sodium ion itself and the charge center of its cage. In this description, the ionic polarizability of sodium ions ␣ Na i can be considered as an average of ͓O 1/2 -Na͔ and ͓AlO 2 -Na͔ bonds according their relative concentration. That is, ␣ Na
according to Eq. ͑4͒. One should note that the ionic polarizability of aluminum tetrahedra is inherently included in ␣ 3 i . It is not a part of the vibrations of sodium ions and is assumed to be constant. The calculated values of ␣ Na i are reported in Table IV which shows that the ionic polarizability of sodium ions increases with increasing concentration of aluminum in the SAS glasses.
If the description of vibration involving sodium ions is simplified by considering it as an oscillator, the ionic polarizability of sodium ions can be calculated from Eq. ͑5͒. In this calculation, 0 is taken as the effective vibration frequency of sodium ions, eff , obtained from far-infrared spectra of the present glasses. 26, 27 The m is taken to be the mass of a sodium ion since the mass of the site is considerably larger than that of a sodium ion. A directly measured value of z is not available from experiments, so a value of zϭ1 is used assuming a total ionic character of sodium ions. The sodium ionic polarizability thus calculated is designated as ␣ Na i * with a superscript * to indicate assumed complete ionization of sodium with zϭ1. The results of eff and ␣ Na i * are shown in Table IV . Since ␣ Na i , which is obtained from the Table IV shows that this ratio, (␣ Na i /␣ Na i *) 1/2 , increases with increasing aluminum amount in the SAS glasses.
To establish a relation between ionic polarizability and the chemical structure of glass, (␣ Na i /␣ Na i *) 1/2 is plotted against the Na 1s XPS binding energy in Fig. 9 . It shows that (␣ Na i /␣ Na i *) 1/2 increases linearly with Na 1s binding energy.
Since an increase of Na 1s binding energy implies an increase of the positive charge on sodium ions, Fig. 9 suggests a parabolic dependence of ␣ Na i on the actual charge z and reveals the importance of the experimentally determined chemical structure for determining the ionic polarizability.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Sodium ions have a well-defined chemical state in SAS glasses. They are only partially ionized in sodium trisilicate glass, and their ionicity increases when silicon is substituted by aluminum. A sodium ion is surrounded by several nonbridging oxygen ions and aluminum tetrahedra, and it is not possible to identify which sodium ion contributes the electron to a certain nonbridging oxygen ion or aluminum tetrahedron. The ionicity of silicon, aluminum, and oxygen atoms remains essentially unchanged in these SAS glasses.
The dielectric constant of the SAS glasses increases with increasing Al substitution. The electronic polarizability of constituent structural units remains constant with composition, while their ionic polarizability increases with increasing aluminum substitution.
The electronic polarizability of oxygen ions increases in the order of Si-O-SiϽSi-O-AlϽSi-O-Na. It depends linearly on the negative charge on oxygen ions, and can be correlated to the O 1s XPS binding energy. The ionic polarizability of sodium ions increases with increasing amount of aluminum in the SAS glasses. It correlates directly with the Na 1s XPS binding energy.
